USC SHUTTLE DROPOFF/PICKUP LOCATION @ UNION STATION DURING PATSAOURAS PLAZA RENOVATION
8:00PM, FRIDAY, MAY 16\textsuperscript{TH} – 4:00AM, THURSDAY, MAY 22\textsuperscript{ND}

During the renovation period defined above, Patsaouras Plaza at Union Station, where USC shuttles normally dropoff and pickup, will be unavailable. We apologize for the inconvenience.

Union Station has provided us with an alternate location for our shuttles to drop off and pick up passengers; please note \textit{it is NOT in the same place} as during the previous closure of Patsaouras Plaza. A detailed description of how to get to the temporary location (including pictures) appears below. It is approximately a 3-5 minute walk, please plan accordingly.

1. From Patsaouras Plaza, head inside and down the escalator or stairs to the tunnel level.

2. Once on the tunnel level, head west down the tunnel that runs under the train tracks. Go all the way to the other end.
3. At the west end of the tunnel, turn left around the far side of the “Famina!” convenience store.

   (NOTE: If entering Union Station from the west entrance, turn right just before you reach “Famina!”)

4. Walk past the Amtrak ticket booths on the left-hand side, to the end of that short hallway. Then make a right through either one of these two doors, to the right of the Budget Rent-a-Car counter.

5. Once through those doors, walk through this door on your left, and out into the courtyard. Once you step outside, immediately turn left...
6. ...and go up this ramp and the eight or nine stairs at the top of the ramp. (The ramp does continue around past the stairs if you need it.)

7. You’ve arrived! At the top of the stairs is the temporary dropoff/pickup location, which should look like this.

Here’s a satellite view of the whole route: